Improving Oxygen Flow
While Seated
HOW TH E E M BODY® CHAI R’S DE S IG N PROMOTE S TI SS U E PE R FUS ION

In a world where sitting is more prevalent in the
workplace than ever, discomfort can become all
too commonplace. Much of this discomfort is tied
directly to the pressure the body’s weight puts on
the ischial tuberosities, or “sitting bones,” at the
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base of the pelvis and the surrounding soft tissue.
The longer a person sits, the more the tissue will
be exposed to static pressure loads. Relieving that
pressure through innovative engineering is healthier
for the sitter.
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What We Know

static in any position long enough the facilitation of tissue

Cells need oxygen, transported by blood, to burn energy. Blood also

perfusion is impeded. While all tissues can withstand a certain

carries carbon dioxide—waste from the body’s burned energy—out

degree of oxygen deprivation, without adequate tissue perfusion,

of the cells. The effectiveness of this process is facilitated through

cells can die.

tissue perfusion, a measure of the exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide within the body’s tissues. It’s the basis for keeping

Tissue perfusion is a major concern for people with disabilities who

individual cells and ultimately human beings alive.

use wheelchairs as their primary means of mobility because carbon
dioxide builds up as the metabolic processes—the way the body

Today, humans are spending less time on their feet due to

maintains its chemical balance—power down. In their research,

sedentary work and play activities. Many have a nearly constant

Bogie et al. have suggested thresholds for risk to tissue viability

connection to computer technology. And those with physical

(Bogie et al., 1992, 1995). That’s why, for people with impaired

disabilities—especially individuals who spend much of their time

central nervous systems, a range of “alternative” seating surfaces—

in wheelchairs—suffer from the impact of excessive pressure in

like gel and air bladder technologies—have been developed for use

prolonged sitting. Unfortunately, when a person sits down or lies

in rehabilitation, and wheelchair users are taught to do pressure

down, it’s more difficult for the blood vessels to move the blood

relief push-ups.

as effectively to the capillaries due to the increased resistance
In able-bodied sitters, the nervous system is a good indicator

induced by soft tissue deformation.

of what feels comfortable, informing the body to respond when
In the seated position, the weight of a sitter’s torso—about half

it’s necessary to accommodate tissue perfusion. / See figure 2 / It

his or her body weight—rests on the ischial tuberosities. Even

only takes about 30 minutes—or less—before a sitter begins to

though the buttocks are designed to take this kind of load,

fidget, thanks to the nervous system. Physiologically, fidgeting is

the tuberosities—with their small circumference at the base of

what allows the blood to flow through the previously compressed

the pelvis—create peak pressure. / See figure 1 / This results in

tissues, reestablishing more efficient tissue perfusion. In this

compressed soft tissues, reduced blood supply, and less exchange

respect, a little bit of fidgeting is good, acting as a sort of micro-

of oxygen and carbon dioxide within the cells. If a person stays

movement that shifts the pressure off one section of tissue and

Together, the left and right
ischial tuberosities, each only
about the diameter of a golf
ball, support the weight of
the sitter’s upper body in the
seated position.

The central nervous system
signals when there is a buildup
of excessive pressure and
compromised tissue perfusion.

/ Figure 1 /
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/ Figure 2 /
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allowing some blood to reach it. It can take about three minutes for
this exchange to clear out all the carbon dioxide and replace it with
fresh oxygen. (Makhsous et al., 2007)

The Embody seat is composed
of four layers. On top is the
textile layer. Below that are the
mat, the local spring layer, and
the global spring layer.

However, when people become so uncomfortable that they have
to get out of their chair to relieve the pressure on their tissues, it
becomes problematic because they’re likely disengaging from their
work. That disengagement can translate to a loss of productivity. A

Textile layer

well-designed chair seat will enhance this comfort, distributing the
body’s seated pressure over a large area, and allowing the sitter to
remain comfortably engaged.

Mat layer

Therefore

Local spring layer

People already sit too long and too often in static postures when
they work, especially while engaging with computer technology.

Global spring layer

When they sit without moving they stress their body’s tissues,

/ Figure 3 /

becoming more uncomfortable, more tired, and less productive.

Design Problem

the sitter’s body shape, moving with the person as he or she
changes position. / See figure 3 / This contoured, layered design

By passively stimulating the tissues that bear the pressure load,

allows for air to flow through the textiles and provides superior

a body can maintain a better exchange of oxygen and carbon

thermal comfort.

dioxide, resulting in better function and performance. Dynamic
surface pressure on a chair seat—a surface that accommodates

The seat’s Pixelated Support™ system is designed as a matrix. Each

the body’s micro-movements—provides more comfort, liveliness,

component, or pixel, inherently conforms to the sitter’s weight,

and health-positive benefits to the sitter than non-dynamic

distributing the mass evenly on the seat and providing a sensory

surface pressure.

experience of flotation. The pixels adapt to micro-movements

Design Solution
Movement is the key to good health, especially when a person

in the shifting of the sitter’s weight. In other words, the chair
accommodates—even encourages—movement to enable tissue
perfusion, reducing stress on muscles, bones, and skin.

is seated. The postural range and shape of a work chair help the
sitter move physiologically. Beyond these features, the Embody

To test the benefit of distributing seated pressure, a prototype

work chair provides zoned support. These targeted support areas in

with a bi-compliant seat was compared to foam or suspension

the thighs and pelvis work in concert to conform to the sitter’s body

seat constructions to measure the tissue perfusion of 15 female

shape. Within these zones are different proportions of tissue—bone

subjects. Except for an earlier pilot, this is the first known study

and flesh—that need varying levels of support.

of tissue perfusion in any population of able-bodied users.

The Embody chair supports these variances in tissue—from the

In addition to the standing posture, subjects were randomly

popliteal crease at the back of each knee to the sitting bones and

rotated through 10-minute sitting trials in each of five different

all the soft tissue in between—reducing stress on muscles, bones,

chair solutions including the bi-compliant prototype. Surface

and skin. The bi-compliant support structure of the Embody chair’s

oximeters were placed on the subjects’ skin at five locations.

seat—one that includes both a global and a local spring layer—fits

These locations would contact the seat surface when the subjects
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/ Figure 4 / Average tissue oxygen perfusion level (mmHg: Mean±SE)
measured at the ischial tuberosities from 15 able-bodied female subjects
in an upright posture on five different work chairs.

/ Figure 5 / Average tissue carbon dioxide perfusion level (mmHg:
Mean±SE) measured at the ischial tuberosities from 15 able-bodied
female subjects in an upright posture on five different work chairs.

were seated. The oximeters recorded transcutaneous partial

Regarding tissue carbon dioxide perfusion, the Embody seat

pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide from these areas, and

measured similar advantages over the other seats tested in

sensors picked up the concentration of oxygen and carbon dioxide

the study. Again at the location under the ischial tuberosities,

electrochemically. Simultaneously, the seating contact pressure

the Embody seat results were significantly better than three

was recorded in the sitting area. The subjects sat with 90-degree

of the other chairs’ results: Suspension A, Suspension B, and

angles at the knee and hip and ankle, their buttocks to the rear of

Foam A. / See figure 5 / There were also significant differences

the chair, and feet flat on the floor. And they were instructed not to

between the suspension seats for this measure, underlining the

shift position during the testing.

performance differences between constructions that might appear
interchangeable.

Under the ischial tuberosities, the prototype chair, Embody, was
best at maintaining the oxygen levels measured in the unimpeded

People are engaging more with computer technology everyday,

standing posture. / See figure 4 / Subjects’ average tissue oxygen

making sitting more prevalent than ever. Prolonged sitting

perfusion levels at these locations were significantly higher while

can impede the flow of blood, and ultimately the facilitation of

seated in the Embody chair than while seated in the Foam B and

tissue perfusion. Relieving seated pressure through innovative

Suspension B chairs. Given the high pressures the buttock tissues

engineering aids the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide,

are normally subjected to in the seated posture, these results

improving the flow of oxygen. This, in turn, brings a healthier seated

suggest that Embody presents a healthier alternative. Furthermore,

experience to the sitter, allowing people to stay focused and

the Embody chair results most closely reflect those of the standing

engaged with their work.

posture, where tissue oxygen perfusion levels are nearly identical
across all three measurement locations: ischial tuberosities,
proximal thigh, and middle thigh. This underlines the ability of the
bi-compliant design of the Embody seat to spread the load across
the seat, rather than concentrate it. (Makhsous et al., 2008)
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The late Bill Stumpf studied behavioral and physiological aspects of sitting
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